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Question: 1
Choose the concurrent program to execute in order to understand or document a menu structure.
A - Object Security Report
B - Function Security Report
C - Menu Profile Report
D - Object Function Report
Answer: B
Question: 2
Which three search criteria are valid when using the status monitor in Standalone Oracle
workflow? (Choose three.)
A - workflow
B - workflow type
C - notification type
D - workflow started
Answer: A, B, D
Question: 3
Which two components are required to create a responsibility? (Choose two.)
A - Menu
B - Exclusions
C - Data Group
D - Request Group
E - User Assignments
Answer: A, C
Question: 4
Identify three conditions under which a concurrent request may be permitted to be placed on
hold. (Choose three.)
A - Pending - Normal
B - Running - Normal
C - Inactive - On Hold
D - Running - Paused
E - Pending - Scheduled
F - Inactive - No Manager
Answer: A, E, F
Question: 5
A _____ is a collection of reports and concurrent programs that is used to implement security at
the responsibility level.
A - request set
B - request group
C - concurrent group
D - responsibility access group
Answer: B
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Question: 6
Identify the correct concurrent request phase and status for a request being evaluated by the
Conflict Resolution Manager.
A - Pending - Normal
B - Running - Normal
C - Running - Paused
D - Pending - Standby
E - Pending - Scheduled
Answer: D
Question: 7
One of the Administrators indicated that even 10 minutes after starting the Standard Manager, it
is still not running any requests, and the pending jobs are piling up in the queue. The
administrator has requested for your help. You are looking at the Administer Concurrent Manager
screen, and you notice the following: For the Internal Manager the number of actual processes is
0, target processes is 0, and pending requests is 1. For the Standard Manager the number of
actual processes is 0, target processes is 3, and pending requests is 56. For the Conflict
Resolution Manager the number of actual processes is 0, target processes is 0, and pending
requests is 1. Analyze the state of the concurrent managers and identify the solution for resolving
this issue.
A - The Internal Manager is not running, it must be started before the request to start the
Standard Manager can be executed. Enter the operating system and start the Internal
Manager.
B - The Internal Manager is not running, it must be started before the request to start the
Standard Manager can be executed. Place the cursor on the Internal Manager record and
press the Restart button.
C - The Conflict Resolution Manager is not running, it must be started before the request to start
the Standard Manager can be executed. Place the cursor on the Conflict Resolution Manager
record and press the Restart button.
Answer: A
Question: 8
Which statement is correct about the Workflow Monitor?
A - It is a Web page that enables users to monitor their workflow processes.
B - It is a stand-alone Windows PC program that enables users to monitor their workflow
processes.
C - It is an administrator-only Web page that enables administrators to monitor any workflow
processes.
D - It is a stand-alone Windows PC program that enables administrators to monitor workflow
processes.
Answer: A
Question: 9
Which three statements are true with respect to Role Based Access Control (RBAC) and Role
Inheritance in Oracle User Management? (Choose three.)
A - A user can have only one role defined.
B - A role cannot have multiple responsibilities
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C - Permissions associated with a role are not inherited by all its superior roles.
D - Permissions associated with a role are inherited by all its superior roles and the individuals to
which any of these roles are assigned.
E - RBAC removes the existing link the need for creating separate responsibilities for
combinations of job functions.
F - A role can be configured to consolidate the responsibilities, permissions, function security and
data security polices that users require to be able to perform a specific function.
Answer: D, E, F
Question: 10
You are using the System Profile Option screen to initialize the value of a profile option at several
levels. You select the levels, the level context, and the profile option to change. You are able to
default the value for the site, application and responsibility, but you are unable to change the
value for the user level. Which statement explains this situation?
A - The responsibility secures the ability to control profile options.
B - The application prevents the changing of canned profile options at that level.
C - Another profile option toggles changing of profile options at the user level by the system
administrator and is currently false.
D - Only users are permitted to set their profile option values by using the personal profile
settings.
E - The profile option definition prohibits changing the value of the profile option at that level.
Answer: E
Question: 11
You were asked to change labels on one of the OA Framework-based application pages. You
made a set of Site-level personalizations to a region by changing the labels of four fields from a,
b, c and d to w, x, y, and z. You also made org-level personalizations to the same region. The
org-level personalizations for Org 2 that you made include changing the label of the last field to
zz. A user of Org 2 would see labels of four fields as _____.
A - w, x, y, z
B - a, b, c, d
C - a, b, c, zz
D - w, x, y, zz
Answer: D
Question: 12
Which four activities does the Event Manager enable you to perform? (Choose four.)
A - register systems
B - register business events
C - register subscriptions to events
D - register event processing engines
E - register users and roles for events
F - register named communication agents
Answer: A, B, C, F
Question: 13
Which three properties of a user account drive function security within Oracle Applications?
(Choose three.)
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A. Securing Attributes
B - Password Expiration
C - Direct Responsibilities
D - indirect Responsibilities
E - User name and Password
Answer: A, C, D
Question: 14
Which two statements are true regarding request set stages? (Choose two)
A - Stages in a request set can be run in parallel.
B - Stages can complete with two statuses, Complete or Error.
C - Stage status is treated as Error if at least one request completes with Error.
D - Stages are executed by the concurrent manager on the basis of how they are linked, and not
by the sequence number assigned to them.
Answer: C, D
Question: 15
You modified the existing printer setup information (edit an existing Printer Type or Print Style, or
Printer Driver) in Oracle applications. In order for the change to take effect, what needs to
happen?
A - The database server should be restarted.
B - The application server should be restarted.
C - The concurrent manager should be restarted.
D - The application users need to log on again.
E - The database server and application server should be restarted.
Answer: C
Question: 16
You used the system profile option screen to change the value of the profile option at the site
level. In order for a system user to notice the change to the profile option, what do you need to
do?
A - Restart Apache
B - Restart the database
C - Restart forms server
D - Restart the concurrent manager
E - Re-initialize the applications session
Answer: E
Question: 17
Choose the component of the E-Business suite that the Oracle Applications Manager integrates
with to perform its function. (Chose four)
A - Metalink
B - Oracle Technology Network
C - ADADMIN
D - Cloning
E - Workflow Manager
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F - User Security
Answer: C, D, E, F
Question: 18
XYZ company decided to implement Oracle user management, to have a flexible and scalable
system for managing access privileges and user accounts. The company wants to delegate some
of the security and administrative tasks to local administrators.
The company wants to have three local administrators, one for each region (North America,
Europe and Asia), to manage his/her region’s user accounts which have the employee role only.
To implement the requirement, the system administrator did the following:
1. Created the North America admin role, Europe admin role and Asia admin role.
2. Granted the Role administration privilege for North America admin role, Europe admin role and
Asia admin role to manage employee role.
3. Granted North America admin role to Jack, who is designated as the North America region
local administrator.
4. Granted Europe admin role to Joe, who is designated as the Europe region local administrator.
5. Granted Asia admin role to John, who is designated as the Asia region local administrator.
Which statement is true? (Choose all that apply.)
A - It is impossible to setup local administrators.
B - The requirement was successfully implemented.
C - The requirement was NOT successfully implemented.
D - You can implement the requirement by using traditional functional security only.
Answer: C
Question: 19
You are using Oracle User Management. Which statements are true? (Choose all that apply.)
A - You can define multiple responsibilities for a single role
B - Access to parts of responsibility, and its corresponding menu hierarchy, can be controlled by
different roles.
C - Responsibilities can be linked together, so that higher-level responsibilities include the menus
and menu options of the lower level ones.
D - Responsibility restricts user access to individual menus and menu options within the system,
and restricts access to the individual data that is shown, once after a user has selected a
menu or menu option.
Answer: A, B
Question: 20
You have just submitted a concurrent request. The concurrent program has incompatibilities. The
concurrent program spawns a child concurrent program. The concurrent request would not be
placed on hold. You decide to kill the concurrent request after the sub program has completed,
but before the main program is completed. Identify which statement accurately reflects, in the
proper sequence, the phases and statuses that the concurrent request would have.
A - Pending - Standby, Pending - Normal, Running - Normal, Running - Terminating, and
Completed - Terminated
B - Pending - Standby, Pending - Normal, Running - Normal, Running - Terminating, and
Completed - Normal
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C - Pending - Normal, Pending - Standby, Pending - Normal, Running - Normal, Running Paused, Running - Normal, Running - Terminating, and Completed - Terminated
D - Pending - Standby, Pending - Normal, Running - Normal, Running - Paused, Running Normal, Running - Terminating, and Completed - Normal
E - Pending - Standby, Pending - Normal, Running - Normal, Running - Paused, Running Normal, Running - Terminating, and Completed - Terminated
Answer: E
Question: 21
Which actions can be performed using the workflow monitor in Standalone Oracle workflow?
(Choose all that apply.)
A - display status information about activities
B - update WF_ITEM_ACTIVITY_STATUSES_V
C - display only the status information about the process
D - use the Attribute button in the View Diagram window to call WF_ENGINE.SetActivityAttr
Answer: A
Question: 22
You have a case in which there are multiple subscriptions subscribed to the same Business
Event. How does Event Dispatcher determine which subscriptions to execute first?
A - Event Dispatcher executes multiple subscriptions at the same time.
B - Event Dispatcher executes the subscriptions on a first-come, first-served basis.
C - Event Dispatcher executes the subscriptions one at a time, in the order of the phase value
property.
Answer: C
Question: 23
Consider a menu entry containing both a submenu and a function definition. Which three
statements are true? (Choose three.)
A - If the function is executable then the submenu will appear on the navigation tree.
B - If the function is executable then the submenu will not appear on the navigation tree.
C - If the function is not executable then it is treated as a tag for enforcing exclusion rules.
D - If the function is executable then the submenu is treated as content to be executed by
function.
E - If the function is not executable then the submenu is treated as content to be executed by
function.
Answer: B, C, D
Question: 24
The finance manager has requested the creation of a request set. The intention of the request set
is to load GL journals from an external system. All the concurrent programs to be used by the set
have been developed. The set includes a combination of custom and standard programs. The
finance department is currently running the programs individually and there have been issues.
The purpose of the set is to standardize the submission process.
The first stage of the set should execute a concurrent program to load the flat file containing the
interface records into an interface table. The user should be required to enter the path and file
name when submitting the request set.
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If the first stage is successful, the set should execute the second stage, which is a concurrent
program to pre-validate the contents of the interface table, process them, and put them into GL
Interface. This concurrent program currently has a parameter to limit the execution to a certain
set of data, but for this particular request set the finance manager does not want the person
submitting the report to set or see the parameter.
If the pre-validation program in the second stage completes normally, the set should start the
third stage which runs journal import. The entire set of parameters for journal import should be
defaulted in the report set definition to appropriate values. They should be visible to the user
submitting the request, but they should not have the ability to change them.
If the pre-validation program fails the set should start the fourth stage, which runs the prevalidation program’s exception report. The exception report normally has no parameters but for
the execution of this set the finance manager would like to add a parameter to limit the exception
report to the list of exceptions for this run of the report set.
After the exception report is finished the report set should terminate. After journal import is
completed in stage 3, the report set should submit stage 5, which executes one of the journal
entry detail reports. This report has the set of books as a parameter. This should default to the
profile option for the user’s responsibility. If the profile option is not set for the responsibility the
parameter should be displayed and set by the user running the set. If the profile option set for the
responsibility then the parameter should be hidden from the user.
Analyze the above requirements and identify two requirements that are problematic to implement
by performing the setups required to make the request set. (Choose two.)
A - Stage 2 cannot optionally start stage 3 or stage 5 dependent on the outcome of stage 2.
B - The request set cannot be configured to default the parameters for Journal Import and prevent
users from changing them when the set is submitted.
C - The journal entry detail report cannot hide the set of books parameter from the user on the
basis of whether or not the default value contains a value or is null.
D - The parameter to limit the output of the pre-validation exception report does not exist.
Therefore, the report set cannot use that in the set setup.
E - The user would not be permitted to enter the file name to load in stage 1 because parameter
values can only be assigned in the set definition.
Answer: C, D
Question: 25
Which correctly describes the tiers of the Oracle Workflow architecture?
A - Oracle Database tier and Application server tier only
B - Oracle Database tier, Application server tier, and End-user client tier only
C - Oracle Database tier, Application server tier, and Development client tier only
D - Oracle Database tier, Application server tier, Development client tier, and End-user client tier
Answer: D
Question: 26
Which three are accessible from the menu structure? (Choose three).
A - Menus
B - Sub functions
C - Form Functions
D - Non Form Functions
E - Concurrent Programs
Answer: A, C, D
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Question: 27
An application developer created a custom form for entering additional item information, and
registered the form in the application. Identify the steps required to add the custom form to the
Inventory Manager responsibility. (Choose two.)
A - Create a custom form function.
B - Add the custom form function to the user
C - Add the custom form function to the responsibility using menu inclusions.
D - Add the custom form function to the menu of the Inventory Manager responsibility.
Answer: A, D
Question: 28
As a system administrator, you are requested to create a new responsibility called “Purchasing
Buyer,” which is identical to “Purchasing Manager” except that requisitions functionality is given
only to the purchasing manager. You are able to satisfy the requirement using any of the options
shown. Identify the option that is aligned with best practices.
A - by creating a new responsibility and a new menu
B - by creating a new responsibility and using the menu exclusion feature
C - by creating a new menu, but using the responsibility exclusion feature
D - by not creating a new responsibility and menu, but using exclusion features for both
Answer: B
Question: 29
Which two requirements can be implemented by leveraging parameters in the request set?
(Choose two.)
A - Define additional parameters to the concurrent program.
B - Optionally allow the user to see or modify the value of a defaulted parameter.
C - Default the parameter to the value of a SQL statement and hide the value from the user.
D - Default a parameter to the value of a profile option, and optionally either hide the parameter if
the profile option has a value or display the parameter if the profile option is empty.
Answer: B, C
Question: 30
Which type of event message does Business Events use to enqueue event messages to external
systems?
A - ASCII
B - Binary
C - WF_EVENT_T
D - any data type format
Answer: C
Question: 31
The Receivable Super User responsibility is based on the Receivable Super menu. A custom
function “Receivables Summary” is added to the Receivable Super menu. Assume that if the user
is in the Receivable Super User responsibility, the user has to change responsibility to Receivable
Super User. When is the function available to the user?
A - immediately after the system cache is refreshed
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B - immediately after saving the function in the menu window
C - immediately after entering the function row in the menu window
D - immediately after the successful completion of the compile security program
Answer: D
Question: 32
Your company is using Oracle Application Manager (OAM). Your manager asked you to set up an
alert, which should trigger whenever Forms Runaway Processes occur on the system. Which are
the three thresholds that you need to configure, so that whenever a forms session exceeds any of
these thresholds, the system would post an alert? (Choose three.)
A - maximum duration
B - maximum memory size
C - maximum number of users
D - maximum CPU percent
E - maximum number of transactions
F - maximum number of form sessions
Answer: A, B, D
Question: 33
You are planning to run the Workflow XML loader. Which four modes are available for your use?
(Choose four.)
ABCDEF-

-d: Normal download mode
-do: Override download mode
-de: Exact download mode
-u: Normal upload mode
-uo: Override upload mode
-uf: Force upload mode

Answer: A, C, D, F
Question: 34
Which three are correct responses of the Inbound Notification Mailer to process the response
Messages? (Choose three.)
A - If the notification exists, but is closed or cancelled, the Inbound Notification Mailer leaves the
message in the discard folder and sends a closed or cancelled message to the recipient role.
B - If the message contains the NID line, but for the wrong node, the Inbound Notification Mailer
leaves the message in the Inbox.
C - If the message contains the NID line, but for the wrong node, the Inbound Notification Mailer
leaves the message in the discard folder.
D - If the message does not contain the NID line, the Inbound Notification Mailer moves the
message to the discard folder and sends a warning message to the sender of the message.
E - If the message does not contain the NID line, the Inbound Notification Mailer moves the
message to the Inbox
Answer: A, B, D
Question: 35
The accounting department wants to implement a mechanism that downloads account balances
to the data warehouse for decision-support processing. The data warehouse is in an Oraclecentric warehouse in another database instance.
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The requirements dictate that the program must:
1) Execute daily at 11pm
2) Send a notification to the business analyst indicating the status of the process
3) Record statistics of what was transferred for tracking and tie out purposes
4) Execute an Oracle Discoverer program to display the results
Which of the above requirements CANNOT be met by submitting a concurrent request, and why?
A - the download requirement, because a concurrent request can only read data in, or write data
to, the applications database.
B - the Discoverer requirement, because Oracle Discoverer functions cannot be executed as a
concurrent request.
C - the notification requirement, because the concurrent manager cannot perform any processing
functions when a request is completed.
D - the resubmission of the concurrent request, because a program cannot be re-submitted at
daily intervals.
E - the statistics requirement, because there is no mechanism through which run time statistics
can be presented to the user.
F - the notification requirement, because a concurrent request cannot initiate a workflow
notification.
Answer: B
Question: 36
You submitted a concurrent request. Upon checking the status of the concurrent request, you
notice that it is currently in a pending standby status. What could have caused this outcome?
A - This is an expected outcome. The concurrent program has not started the request yet.
B - The concurrent manager has no open slots in which to execute the request. It is waiting for
something else to complete.
C - The concurrent manager is down and must be restarted before the request can be started.
D - The concurrent program has incompatibilities that are being resolved by the Conflict
Resolution Manager.
E - The system administrator has temporarily stopped the manager from processing the request.
It would be started when the administrator releases it.
Answer: D
Question: 37
Which two capabilities are provided by the Administrator Monitor? (Choose two.)
A - review activities
B - purge a running process
C - rewind the workflow to an earlier activity stage
D - reset the protection level of workflow objects stored In the database
Answer: A, C
Question: 38
You have a requirement to audit all your users’ sign-ons, the responsibilities that they select, and
the forms that they access. To set up this implementation, you should set the “Sign-On:Audit
Level” profile at the site level to _____.
A - User
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B - None
C - Form
D - Responsibility
Answer: C
Question: 39
Which two methods can you use to transfer workflow definitions to a stand-alone Oracle Workflow
database? (Choose two.)
A - wfload
B - FNDLOAD
C - Workflow Builder
D - Workflow Definition Loader concurrent request
Answer: A, C
Question: 40
Which two components are optional when creating a responsibility? (Choose two.)
A - Menu
B - Exclusions
C - Data Group
D - Request Group
E - User Assignments
Answer: B, D
Question: 41
ABC Company has the following requirements:
In the Purchasing section, the primary job functions are Buyer, Buyer Approver and Buyer
Manager.
Buyer need tasks B1, B2, B3, and B4.
Buyer Approver need tasks B5, B6, B7, and B8.
Buyer Manager need all tasks B1 through B8, inclusive.
Which is the best solution to meet the requirement using Oracle User Management?
A - Create a responsibility RB for Buyer with tasks B1, B2, B3, and B4.
Create a responsibility RBA for Buyer Approver with tasks B5, B6, B7, and B8.
Create role R1 using the RB responsibility and, role R2 using the RBA responsibility.
Create role R3 using role inheritance, and use role R1 and role R2.
B - Create a responsibility RB for Buyer with tasks B1, B2, B3, and B4.
Create a responsibility RBA for Buyer Approver with tasks B5, B6, B7, and B8.
Create a responsibility RBM with tasks B1 through B8, inclusive.
Create role R1 using the RB responsibility.
Create role R2 using the RBA responsibility.
Create role R3 using the RBM responsibility.
C - Create a responsibility RBM for Buyer Manager with tasks B1 through B8, inclusive.
Create a responsibility RBA for Buyer Approver with tasks B5, B6, B7, and B8.
Create responsibility RB for Buyer with functions B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, and B8.
Create role1 using the RB responsibility.
Create role R2 using the RBA responsibility.
Create role R3 using the RBM responsibility.
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D - None of the above would meet the requirement.
Answer: A
Question: 42
A user has suspended a workflow activity. What are the four valid options for an administrator?
(Choose four.)
A - cancel the suspended workflow activity without retrying
B - retry the suspended workflow activity without resuming it
C - retry the suspended workflow after resuming the workflow
D - resume the root process; all the subprocesses of the workflow are also resumed
E - force a workflow transition to the next activity by using the Skip button after resuming the
suspended workflow
F - force a workflow transition to the next activity by using the Skip button without resuming the
workflow
Answer: A, C, D, E
Question: 43
Which statement accurately reflects the interaction of stages within a request set?
A - Stages run either sequentially or in parallel, whereas requests run in parallel within each
stage. The set completes when all stages have been executed.
B - Stages run either sequentially or in parallel, whereas requests run in parallel within each
stage. The set completes when a stage completes with no linked stage for the completion
status.
C - Stages run sequentially whereas requests can run in parallel or sequentially within each
stage. The set completes when a stage completes with no linked stage for the completion
status.
D - Stages run sequentially whereas requests can run in parallel or sequentially within each
stage. The set completes when all stages have been executed.
E - Stages run either sequentially or in parallel, and requests can run in parallel or sequentially
within each stage. The set completes when a stage completes with no linked stage for the
completion status.
F - Stages run sequentially whereas requests run in parallel within each stage. The set completes
when a stage completes with no linked stage for the completion status.
Answer: F
Question: 44
The finance director just submitted an account analysis report and would like to know to which
printer it will print. He did not specify the name of the printer when he submitted the request, he
just accepted the default. He is using the General Ledger SuperUser responsibility.
You access the System Profile Option screen and select the value of the printer profile option for
the site, the General Ledger Application, the General Ledger SuperUser responsibility, and the
Finance Director.
You notice that the profile option at the site level does not contain a value.
The profile option at the application level is set to printer 1.
The profile option at the responsibility level is set to printer2.
The profile option for the finance director’s user account is printer3.
To which printer will his job print?
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A - It would not print because the default value at the site level is null.
B - It would print using printer3 because of the setting at the user level.
C - It would print using printer1 because of the setting at the application level.
D - It would print using printer2 because of the setting at the responsibility level.
E - This information is inconclusive because it does not identify the profile option value that the
system would choose.
Answer: B
Question: 45
What is a subscriber system?
A - an external system that receives messages
B - a system that equeues and dequeues messages
C - a system that sends messages to external systems
D - the system where the subscription is executed
Answer: D
Question: 46
Which two agent listeners are meant for Oracle eBusiness Suite only? (Choose two.)
A - Workflow Error
B - Workflow Deferred
C - Workflow Java Error
D - Workflow Java Deferred
E - Workflow Inbound Notification
F - Workflow Deferred Notification
Answer: C, D
Question: 47
Which property drives the hierarchical display of items on the Navigator?
A - Menu Type
B - Menu Name
C - Menu Prompt
D - Menu Sequence
Answer: D
Question: 48
What is the correct explanation of why responsibilities can access both Applications and Self
Service Applications functions, given that you must designate the responsibility as either an
Applications or Self Service Applications responsibility upon its definition?
A - Profile options control this behavior.
B - Securing options control this behavior.
C - Menus may contain both forms and functions.
D - Request groups contain programs for any application.
E - Data groups contain mappings for web and form based applications.
Answer: C
Question: 49
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Which option best defines the concept of Data Security, that is used by the administrators to
control user access to data?
A - data Hub
B - database instance
C - applications functionality
D - control user access to encrypted data.
E - specific data and functionsapplied to data
Answer: E
Question: 50
In Oracle E-Business Suite, there are seeded events. When are subscriptions to these events
executed? (Choose two.)
A - When the subscription is owned by a licensed product.
B - When the triggering event is owned by a licensed product.
C - When the triggering responsibility belongs to a licensed user.
Answer: A, B
Question: 51
Which option describes the creation of event groups?
A - A user must be a workflow administrator to create event groups.
B - Any E-Business Suite user can create event groups to which they are subscribed through the
individual events.
C - Any stand-alone user can create event groups to which they are subscribed through the
individual events.
D - Stand-alone users can create event groups regardless of their workflow administrator status,
but E-Business Suite users must be workflow administrators to perform this task.
Answer: A
Question: 52
Identify three actions users can perform when submitting a request set. (Choose three.)
A - Users can specify the print options for the programs.
B - Users can schedule the request set to run periodically.
C - Users can decide whether the programs can run in parallel or sequential.
D - Users can enter the values to the parameters for the concurrent programs.
Answer: A, B, D
Question: 53
Your company is recovering from an incident where one of the application developers used the
Developer Administration responsibility to deactivate the Conflict Resolution Manager in
production, thus causing delays in business operations. You have successfully re-started the
concurrent manager, and the operations of the business have returned to normal. The chief
operations officer wants to know if this issue can be prevented in the future. How can the
Developer Administration responsibility be altered to satisfy the chief operations officer’s
requirement?
A - by adding a Menu Exclusion.
B - by changing the Data Group.
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C - by adding a Securing Attribute.
D - by assigning a Profile Option Value.
E - by changing the Request Security Group.
Answer: A
Question: 54
Identify two instances in applications where the default value can be defaulted to the current
value of a profile option. (Choose two.)
A - Flexfield Segments
B - Report Parameters
C - Other profile options
D - Internal Form Variables
Answer: B, D
Question: 55
Which two statements are true about a Work Item with “Open” Notification? (Choose two.)
A - The Work Item is not eligible for Purge.
B - The Work Item is eligible for a Permanent purge.
C - The Work Item is eligible for a Temporary purge.
D - The Work Item is not complete because it still has “Open” Notification.
E - The Work Item is eligible for both Temporary and Permanent purge.
Answer: A, D
Question: 56
The Oracle Workflow notification system can send e-mail notifications to _____.
A - users on Oracle-based e-mail systems only
B - users with any standards-based, internet-accessible e-mail system
C - only 11i Oracle Applications users using Oracle-based e-mail systems
D - only 11i Oracle Applications users using a standards-based, internet-accessible e-mail
system
Answer: B
Question: 57
Because of performance issues regarding the application system, the IT department has decided
to run all resource intensive reports during non-peak hours of business. They presented a list of
10 reports that can be scheduled, and further mentioned that five of the reports can be run
concurrently. The remaining five reports have to be run sequentially, and are not dependent on
each other. The system administrator has been tasked to create a request set and schedule it to
run at 10 PM EST everyday. Which two statements are true? (Choose two)
A - Linking of stages is not mandatory.
B - The new request set would have a maximum of two stages.
C - All the reports that are to be run sequentially have to be in different stages.
D - All the reports that are to be run concurrently have to be in the same stage.
Answer: C, D
Question: 58
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Analyze the submission schedules the users wish to use. Which user would have difficulty in
submitting his or her program using his or her preferred schedule?
A - User 5 wants to schedule his or her program to run 25 times a day.
B - User 2 wants to schedule his or her program to run every 25 minutes.
C - User 3 wants to schedule his or her program to run on the first and third Tuesdays of each
month.
D - User 4 wants to schedule his or her program to run just once, but at the end of the current
year.
E - User 1 wants to schedule his or her concurrent program to run on the 15th and the last day of
every month.
Answer: C
Question: 59
Joe was asked to define a new concurrent manager to run data-intensive programs during the
night, from 8 p.m. to 5 a.m. What must he define?
A - at least one work-shift
B - at least two work-shifts
C - at least four work-shifts
D - at least three work-shifts
Answer: B
Question: 60
Which aspect of the Request Set the user can define when the Request Set is submitted to the
concurrent manager?
A - Parameters
B - Error Handling
C - Executed Stages
D - Parallel Print Options
E - Incompatibility Options
Answer: A
Question: 61
You have been tasked to create a new workflow to be run on an Oracle 11i Applications instance.
Which version of Oracle Workflow would you use?
A - Embedded
B - Stand-Alone
C - Standard Edition
D - Enterprise Edition
Answer: A
Question: 62
______ controls subscription actions.
A - Rule function
B - Workflow Engine
C - Notification System
D - Business Event System
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Answer: A
Question: 63
In Oracle E-Business Suite, you can search subscriptions by _____, _____ or _____. (Choose
three.)
A - Phase
B - Status
C - Source Type
D - Rule Function
E - Triggering Event
Answer: B, C, E
Question: 64
Your company uses Oracle User Management. In Department X there are four users and three
managers. All managers need access to the same functions, and all users need access to the
same functions. Managers access all functions accessed by the users, and also some additional
functions. To implement the requirement, you need to define at least ______.
A - one role
B - two roles
C - three roles
D - four roles
E - 12 roles
Answer: B
Question: 65
Through which mechanisms does the External Source System send an event message to the
event subscription?
A - through Oracle Advance Queuing
B - by populating messages in a flat file
C - by populating messages in an Oracle Common interface table
D - all of the above
Answer: A
Question: 66
Which two aspects are required to be entered to submit Journal Import as a concurrent request?
(Choose two.)
A - parameters
B - printing options
C - completion options
D - submission schedule
E - concurrent program name
Answer: A, E
Question: 67
Which three should be set during the testing of any workflow process? (Choose three.)
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A - a lookup type node
B - the item type name
C - an optional process owner
D - a global workflow preference
E - the name of the process to test
F - a unique item key for the process instance
Answer: B, E, F
Question: 68
You are creating a new function.
The function should be available in Normal and Maintenance modes.
The function can be run with incomplete or inconsistent data.
What should be the value of the Maintenance Mode Support column?
A - Dual
B - None
C - Fuzzy
D - Maintenance
Answer: C
Question: 69
Your company uses Oracle Application Manager (OAM). You are asked to configure the OAM
dashboard. As part of the configuration, which five actions should you perform? (Choose five.)
A - Configure system alerts to trigger when a given system service (such as PL/SQL Agent,
Servlet Agent) has a specific status.
B - Configure the collection of dashboard metrics for system activities (such as form sessions,
database sessions).
C - Configure system alerts to trigger when metrics for given business activities (such as open
receivables, on-hand inventory value, sales, open orders, forecast, and budget) meet a
specific condition.
D - Configure the collection of dashboard metrics for your company’s business activities (such as
open receivables, on-hand inventory value, sales, open orders, forecast, and budget).
E - Enable or disable monitoring of individual system activities’ metrics (such as form sessions,
database sessions) in the application dashboard.
F - Enable or disable monitoring of individual system services (such as PL/SQL Agent, Servlet
Agent) in the application dashboard.
G - Configure system alerts to trigger when a given system activity’s metrics (such as form
sessions, database sessions) meet a specific condition.
H - Enable or disable monitoring of individual business activities’ metrics (such as open
receivables, on-hand inventory value, sales, open orders, forecast, and budget) in the
application dashboard.
Answer: A, B, E, F, G
Question: 70
You are creating a workflow. Which four activities can you perform using Oracle Workflow
Builder’s navigation tree? (Choose four.)
A - define functions
B - define notifications
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C - define lookup codes
D - control workflow processes
E - upload and download data stores
F - define processes and subprocesses
Answer: A, B, C, F
Question: 71
The custom Journal Entry upload program has just been submitted. This program is incompatible
with itself and is not associated with a specific concurrent manager.
A user has just submitted a concurrent request to execute this concurrent program. Because of
the incompatibility the request is created with the phase an status code of Pending and Standby,
respectively.
Identify the statement that correctly describes the interaction of the concurrent managers.
A - The Internal Manager begins processing at its next interval. It determines that the Journal
Entry upload program has just been submitted and starts the Conflict Resolution Manager
directly because the phase and status code are Pending and Standby, respectively.
The Conflict Resolution Manager determines if another instance of the Journal Entry Upload
program is currently running. Seeing none it sets the phase and status code to Pending and
Normal, respectively, and assigns the job to the Standard Manager.
The Standard Manager begins processing at its next interval and executes the Journal Entry
Upload program.
B - The Internal Manager begins processing at its next interval. It determines that the Journal
Entry upload program has just been submitted and starts the Conflict Resolution Manager
directly because the phase and status code are Pending and Standby, respectively.
The Conflict Resolution Manager determines if another instance of the Journal Entry Upload
program is currently running. Seeing none it sets the phase and status code to Pending and
Normal, respectively, and executes the Standard Manager directly.
The Standard Manager begins processing and executes the Journal Entry Upload program.
C - The Conflict Resolution Manager begins processing at its next interval. It determines that the
Journal Entry upload program has just been submitted because of the phase and status code
and determines if another instance of the Journal Entry Upload program is currently running.
Seeing none it sets the phase and status to Pending and Normal, respectively, and assigns
the job to the Standard Manager. The Standard Manager begins processing at its next interval
and executes the Journal Entry Upload program.
D - The Internal Manager begins processing at its next interval It determines that the Journal
Entry upload program has just been submitted and assign the job to the Conflict Resolution
Manager because the phase and status are Pending and Standby, respectively.
The Conflict Resolution Manager begins processing at its next interval and determines if
another instance of the Journal Entry Upload program is currently running. Seeing none it sets
the phase and status to Pending and Normal, respectively, and assigns the job to the
Standard Manager. The Standard Manager begins processing at its next interval and
executes the Journal Entry Upload program.
E - The Internal Manager begins processing at its next interval. It determines that the Journal
Entry upload program has just been submitted and assigns the job to the Conflict Resolution
Manager because the phase and status are Pending and Standby, respectively.
The Conflict Resolution Manager begins processing at its next interval and determines if
another instance of the Journal Entry Upload program is currently running. Seeing none it sets
the phase and status to Pending and Normal, respectively, and executes the Journal Entry
Upload program.
Answer: D
Question: 72
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You are the system administrator for an applications environment that uses Oracle General
Ledger, Oracle Receivables, and Oracle Payables. You also have a custom application in your
architecture, registered as ABC Custom Application, to house all your extensions. You have
copied one of the standard Oracle Payables forms and customized it. The customized copy of the
standard form is associated with the ABC Custom Application. The purpose of this form is to
allow the General Ledger users to review a scaled down version of the payables data. To achieve
this, the customized version of the form has been added to the menu structure for the Financial
Analyst responsibilities. The Financial Analyst responsibility is associated with the Oracle General
Ledger application. Which application assignment in the data group would the system evaluate,
and why, when the users execute this custom form? (Select the assignment and the reason.)
A - Oracle General Ledger, because GL users use the module.
B - ABC Custom Application, because this is a custom program.
C - Oracle Payables, because this is a copy of a Payables module.
D - Oracle General Ledger, because Financial Analyst is associated with Oracle General Ledger.
E - ABC Custom Application, because the custom form is associated with ABC Custom
Application.
Answer: D
Question: 73
You are working on an 11.5.10.x OA Framework personalization. You have Page A that extends
Shared Region B, that Shared Region B extends Shared Region C. You set your personalization
context scope to PAGE and create a personalization that alters Shared region C. Which
statement is true?
A - The personalization you saved would be seen on page A only.
B - The personalization you saved would be seen on all the pages extends shared region B.
C - The personalization you saved would be seen on all the pages extends shared region C.
D - The personalization you saved would be seen on all the pages extends shared region B and
shared region B extends shared region C.
Answer: A
Question: 74
Identify the statement that most accurately represents how parameters are linked to concurrent
programs.
A - Parameters are linked to the concurrent program definition by dynamically creating a
descriptive flex field for each concurrent program. The parameters are actually descriptive flex
field segments. The parameter values are linked to the request in the database in a child
table.
B - Parameters are linked to the concurrent program definition by dynamically creating a
descriptive flexfield for each concurrent program. The parameters are actually descriptive flex
field segments. The parameter values are linked to the request by de-normalizing the
parameters as properties of the request.
C - Parameters are linked to the concurrent program executable by dynamically creating a
descriptive flexfield for each concurrent program. The parameters are actually descriptive flex
field segments. The parameter values are linked to the request by de-normalizing the
parameters as properties of the request.
D - Parameters are linked to the concurrent program executable by dynamically creating a
descriptive flexfield for each concurrent program. The parameters are actually descriptive flex
field segments. The parameter values are linked to the request in the database in a child
table.
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Answer: B
Question: 75
ABC Company has implemented Oracle E-Business Suite. It has been live in production for about
one year. The system administrator is using Oracle Applications Manager (OAM) for monitoring
E-Business suite.
Because of the volume of concurrent requests submitted by the users, the IT group has
collectively decided to purge the concurrent requests and manager data every 10 days.
As part of the monitoring activity, the system administrator has added this to the critical activities.
In the “Update Frequency for Monitored Critical Activities” form, he has entered a value of 10 in
the “Onsite Frequency Days” column and saved the form.
In the Application Dashboard screen, on the Critical Activities tabbed page, the following values
are displayed:
Column name
On Schedule (Oracle Recommended)
Onsite Frequency
On Schedule (Onsite frequency)

Value
Unavailable icon
Every 10 days
Warning icon

Why is the “On Schedule (Onsite frequency)” column showing a warning?
A - When the program ran the last time, it completed with a warning.
B - Programs are overdue with respect to Oracle recommended or Onsite frequencies.
C - The program was scheduled in the concurrent manager to run at a frequency > 10 days.
D - The program was scheduled in the concurrent manager to run at a frequency < 10 days.
Answer: B
Question: 76
You are using Oracle Applications Manager (OAM), and you refresh the data within the OAM
dashboard. The PL/SQL Agent status is showing as down. What does this mean?
A - Your workflow engine is down.
B - Your concurrent manager is down.
C - Your applications database server is down.
D - The Self-Service Framework-based applications would not function.
E - You would not be able to log in to any Web-based Self-Service applications.
F - You cannot create and compile packages and procedures that were written in PL/SQL.
Answer: E
Question: 77
One of the integration architects is attempting to standardize the path locations for inbound and
outbound feeds for the applications.
Currently they are providing the full path name of the file on the file system when they submit the
request to load the feeds. They would like to soft code the path of the file name by server to
shorten the parameter entry and reduce key errors when submitting the interfaces.
Currently all of the feeds, both inbound and outbound, are being kept in a single directory on the
server. They would like to separate the files into directories by application, and have a separate
inbound and outbound feed directory.
This is a global implementation with middle-tier services strategically placed around the world.
The North American services are all from the data center in New York. The European services
are being provided from the European data center in England, and the Asia-Pacific services are
hosted in a data center in India.
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The architect’s plan is to create two profile options: one for inbound path and one for outbound
path. All the utl_file directories used by the integration programs would be standardized for use.
His plan is to set them at the application and server level to soft code the directory path for all of
the integration points.
He would also like to provide users with the ability to change the path for their user, or for a
development-centric responsibility only to support individual testing efforts on non-production
servers.
He would also prefer to prevent anyone from setting the value of the profile option at the
operating unit level.
Identify the flaw in the architects proposed solution.
A - Interfaces do not run under a specific responsibility.
B - Profile options cannot be controlled by the operating unit.
C - A profile option can only be assigned to one hierarchy type.
D - The value of the profile option cannot be controlled by the server.
E - The interfaces would not be able to read the value of the profile option at the server level.
Answer: C
Question: 78
Identify the policies that are defined to grant access to business objects.
A - Data Security
B - Menu Security
C - Form Security
D - Responsibility
Answer: A
Question: 79
At ABC company, the change management group has decided to provide the role of approving
POs to the purchasing manager, and has asked the system administrator to make the changes to
the roles. Which privileges does the system administrator need to perform this task? (Choose
two.)
A - User Administration
B - System Administration
C - Role Administration
D - None of the above
Answer: A, C
Question: 80
Which three statements are true about deferring a subscription process? (Choose three.)
A - Event manager deters subscriptions with a phase value of 0.
B - Deferring a process returns control to the calling application more quickly.
C - Event manager defers subscriptions with the Status property value set to Deferred.
D - Deferring a process enables costly subscription processes to be executed at a later time.
E - Deferring a process causes the subscription process to be executed by the workflow
background process.
Answer: B, D, E
Question: 81
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At your company, for the USA-Order Management Super User responsibility, the
“Concurrent:Report Access Level” profile option is set to “User.” For the user Joe, the
Concurrent:Report Access Level profile option is set to “Responsibility. The USA-Order
Management Super User responsibility is assigned to Joe. Which statement is true?
A - Joe can view only the requests submitted by him using the USA-Order Management Super
User responsibility.
B - Joe can view only the requests submitted by all users using the USA-Order Management
Super User responsibility
C - Joe can view only those requests submitted by him and the requests submitted by all other
users using the USA-Order Management Super User responsibility.
D - All users who have the USA-Order Management Super User responsibility can view Joe’s
requests.
Answer: C
Question: 82
A user reported issues while running concurrent requests and not generating log files. The DBA
or the system administrator has reviewed the issue and concluded that the issue is related to
insufficient space for creating log files, and the solution is to purge and release space. The IT
Manager has agreed to purge concurrent requests, request log files and report output files from
the operating system, except for the last two weeks. What is the next step for the DBA or the
system administrator?
A - run Purge Concurrent Request and/or Manager Data Program with parameters Entity: ALL
and Mode=Age and Mode Value = 14
B - run Purge Concurrent Request and/or Manager Data Program with parameters Entity:
Request and Mode=Age and Mode Value = 14
C - run Purge Concurrent Request and/or Manager Data Program with parameters Entity:
Request and Mode=Count and Mode Value = 14
D - run Purge Concurrent Request and/or Manager Data Program with parameters Entity: ALL
and Mode=Count and Mode Value = 14
Answer: A
Question: 83
Which modification is needed to the following statement, to make it correct? “The navigator
displays all menus, functions, and sub functions.”
A - The navigator displays only menu items needed for navigation.
B - The navigator displays all menus and functions, but no sub functions.
C - The navigator displays all menus, functions, and sub functions that have not been excluded.
D - The navigator displays only menu items needed for navigation that have not been excluded.
Answer: D
Question: 84
Identify two applications objects that are linked together by the Data Group. (Choose two.)
A - Forms
B - Reports
C - Functions
D - Oracle ID
E - Application
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Answer: D, E
Question: 85
You are moving workflow objects from your development system to your production system. You
need to transfer the workflow objects from the development database into files that can then be
uploaded to the development system. Which kinds of objects will you transfer using the Workflow
XML Loader? (Choose all that apply.)
A - Workflow objects
B - Business Event System objects
C - any metadata Workflow objects
Answer: B
Question: 86
In the context of system administrator, “Grants” will authorize a user to _____.
A - perform a specified action (function)
B - access to a responsibility
C - access to login to an application
D - access to another user
Answer: A
Question: 87
Which configuration method should be avoided when configuring the Notification Mailer?
A - associating inbound-only mailer with at least one outbound mailer with the same node name
B - associating outbound mailers with the same mailer node without creating a corresponding
inbound mailer
C - associating multiple outbound mailers and a single inbound mailer with each other by
assigning the same mailer node name
D - associating outbound mailer and inbound mailer with each other by assigning the same mailer
node name
E - associating multiple outbound mailers and multiple inbound mailers with each other by
assigning the same mailer node name
Answer: E
Question: 88
What is true while adding form function to an existing menu?
A - The sequence number has to be unique for that menu.
B - The sequence number is not mandatory so it does not matter.
C - The sequence number has to be always the highest number defined in the menu.
D - The sequence number can be same if the requirement is to display the new function
immediately after an existing function.
Answer: A
Question: 89
Through which methods does the Oracle Workflow notification system enable notifications to be
viewed? (Choose all that apply.)
A - EDI
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B - e-mail
C - Web pages
D - Extensible Markup Language (XML)
Answer: B, C
Question: 90
The Oracle Workflow engine is _____.
A - embedded in any Oracle database
B - embedded in any Oracle Application Server
C - embedded only in Oracle11i Applications database
D - embedded only in Oracle11i Applications Application Servers
Answer: A
Question: 91
You have been tasked with creating Business Events for a stand-alone workflow project. Which
option would you use to create your Business Events?
A - Events Web page
B - Oracle Workflow Builder
C - Oracle Workflow Definition Loader
D - Oracle Business Event Definition Loader
Answer: A
Question: 92
Which component of Event Manager processes a business event when it is raised by a local or
external application through Advance Queuing?
A - Workflow Loader
B - Event Dispatcher
C - Workflow Engine
D - Workflow Manager
E - Notification System
Answer: B
Question: 93
Which three types of information would you find on the Notification Response Detail page in
Standalone Oracle workflow? (Choose three.)
A - time out
B - response
C - respondent
D - activity type
E - notification subject
Answer: B, C, E
Question: 94
Standard report submission provides a single interface for the submission of concurrent requests,
regardless of the application. The list of reports that can be submitted in a standard report
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submission is determined by a report security group. In which two ways is the report security
group associated with the standard report submission form? (Choose two).
A - The responsibility determines which report security group to use.
B - The request group is a securing attribute on the responsibility definition.
C - Report security groups can be implicitly associated with the form in a function definition.
D - A system profile option can be set for the user to define the default report security group.
E - You can associate report security groups with form functions in the request group definition
screen.
Answer: A, C
Question: 95
When you define an event group, which option describes the subscription?
A - You must also be subscribed to each individual event. Any unsubscribed individual events
would not execute during processing of the group.
B - You can subscribe to the group, and all of the individual subscriptions would run even it you
are not subscribed to them individually.
C - You can edit the event group as a whole, saving a great deal of time and effort in the
development process.
D - Your group would execute whenever the group is requested. It you want the group to trigger
on individual events, you would need to subscribe to those events individually.
Answer: B
Question: 96
A workflow is errored. Which are four valid actions for a Workflow user with the ADMIN role to
respond to the error? (Choose four.)
A - suspend the errored process
B - cancel the Notification without reassigning
C - skip the suspended process without resuming
D - reassign the Notification with complete transfer of ownership and responsibility to a new
recipient
E - reassign the Notification and delegate the authority to respond to notification to a new
recipient but retain the ownership of the notification
Answer: A, B, D, E
Question: 97
What is true about the information displayed by a user using the Workflow Monitor? (Choose
three.)
A - It shows a graphical depiction of the workflow status.
B - It allows control over individual workflow components.
C - It summarizes information on the status of a workflow.
D - It provides detailed information about individual workflow activities.
E - It maintains and controls the user and role access list for workflow.
Answer: A, C, D
Question: 98
Identify the metrics that can be configured for thresholds and receiving alerts as part of the
dashboard setup. (Choose three).
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A - JSP agents
B - PL/SQL agents
C - Patches applied
D - Forms sessions
E - Site level profile options
Answer: C, D, E
Question: 99
Can you set an event message to become available for a future date?
A - No, once an event message is created, it becomes available.
B - Yes, but you have to wait until the future date to propagate the event message.
C - Yes, but you need to set the event to not send the message until the future date.
D - Yes, to do this you set the Send_Date attribute of the message to the future date.
Answer: D
Question: 100
Which three properties of a user account drive data security within Oracle Applications? (Choose
three.)
A - Securing Attributes
B - Password Expiration
C - Direct Responsibilities
D - Indirect Responsibilities
E - Username and Password
Answer: A, C, D
Question: 101
You are running the Workflow Definitions Loader concurrent program. Which four run-time modes
are available? (Choose four.)
A - Force
B - Revert
C - Upload
D - Upgrade
E - Override
F - Download
Answer: A, C, D, F
Question: 102
Which two types of objects may be added as items to a menu? (Choose two.)
A - Forms
B - Function
C - Submenu
D - Request Set
E - Web Services
Answer: B, C
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Question: 103
At your company, the Printer profile option has been set to printer1 at the site level, printer2 at the
Oracle Payables application level, and printer3 at the user level for Joe, who is the payables
application user. Your Accounts Payable department recently purchased a printer, printer4, and
you want all the reports from that department to be printed using this new printer. You changed
the Printer profile option for Oracle Payables application level to printer4. Joe logs in and submits
the report by using the responsibility associated with Oracle Payables. The default printer for that
report is ______.
A - printer1
B - printer2
C - printer4
D - printer3
Answer: D
Question: 104
When using Workflow Monitor in stand-alone Oracle Workflow, the Detail Tab window provides
information about selected processes or activities. The rows preceded by an asterisk (*) or values
shown in bold parentheses ( ) appear only when the monitor is run in _____ mode.
A - Test
B - Admin
C - User
D - Public
E - Run
Answer: B
Question: 105
The Business Event System transforms event messages received from external systems into a
standard workflow format/type of____.
A - Binary
B - JMS Text
C - ASCII Text
D - WF_EVENT_T
Answer: D
Question: 106
Which three statements are true about the process of creating a new user through Oracle User
Management? (Choose Three).
A - Email Address is a mandatory column.
B - Password is always system generated.
C - A user should be assigned to at least one role.
D - Every user has to be associated with an organization.
E - Username can be changed when you log in for the first time.
Answer: A, C, D
Question: 107
Which three types of integration does the Business Event System support? (Choose three.)
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A - point-to-point
B - parent/child messaging
C - messaging hub system
D - distributed applications messaging
E - simple object access protocol (SOAP) messaging
Answer: A, C, D
Question: 108
At Site1 and Site2, for Order entry the ORDER ENTRY function is used, and for pick release the
PICK RELEASE function is used.
PICKER needs to access both the ORDER ENTRY function and the PICK RELEASE function.
To implement this requirement, the system administrator performed these steps:
1. At Site1, defined the Order entry responsibility to access the ORDER ENTRY function and the
Pick release responsibility to access the PICK RELEASE function.
2. Created the PICKER role and assigned Order entry responsibility and Pick release
responsibility.
3. Granted the PICKER role to the user.
4. At Site2, defined the Order management responsibility to access the ORDER ENTRY function
and the PICK RELEASE function.
5. Created the PICKER role and assigned the Order management responsibility.
6. Granted the PICKER role to the user.
A - The requirement was implemented successfully at Site1 and Site2.
B - The requirement was NOT implemented successfully at either Site1 or Site2.
C - The requirement was implemented successfully at Site1 but a problem was encountered with
the Site2 implementation.
D - The requirement was implemented successfully at Site2 but a problem was encountered with
the Site1 implementation.
Answer: A
Question: 109
XYZ Corporation has decided to assign only one account representative to each customer, so
that each customer has a single point of contact. To maintain confidentiality of information, the
account representatives should have access to only their own customers. Which tasks must the
system administrator perform to meet the above requirement using Oracle User Management?
(Choose all that apply.)
A - Create a Role.
B - Create a Grant.
C - Create Data group.
D - Create an Object instance.
Answer: A, B, D
Question: 110
Your company bought three of the same model of HP LaserJet Ill printers. Oracle applications are
running on a UNIX operating system. Users at your site can print reports in Landscape, Portrait,
or Landwide formats. Your manager asks you to configure all the new printers for character mode
printing from Oracle applications. To successfully implement the requirement, what do you need?
A - one printer type, three print styles, and one print driver
B - one printer type, one print style, and three print drivers
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C - three printer types, three print styles, and one print driver
D - three printer types, one print style, and three print drivers
E - one printer type, three print styles, and three print drivers
F - three printer types, nine print styles, and nine print drivers
G - three printer types, three print styles, and three print drivers
H - three printer types, three print styles, and nine print drivers
Answer: E
Question: 111
Exhibit:

A request set has four stages: Stage A, Stage B, Stage C, and Stage D. The Exhibit explains the
linking of the stages in the set. All the requests defined under these stages have the “Use the
Allow Stage Function to Use This Programs Results” check box selected.
Which two statements are true about stage execution? (Choose two)
A - In any situation, Stage C and Stage D are mutually exclusive.
B - If an error occurs during the execution of Stage A, the execution continues to Stage B
automatically.
C - If Stage A and Stage B are successfully completed, then Stage D is not run.
D - Stage D is run when Stage B completes with a warning, or when Stage C completes.
Answer: A, C
Question: 112
Identify the objects can be monitored as part of the performance tab in the applications
dashboard? (Choose three.)
A - Forms Sessions
B - Services Up
C - Workflow email Sent
D - System Alerts
E - Service processes
Answer: A, B, E
Question: 113
Your company’s finance manager has decided to prevent users of the US Expense Reporting
responsibility from entering mileage on their expense reports in kilometers. Identify the type of
modification you must make to the US Expense Reporting responsibility to satisfy the finance
manager’s request.
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A - Add a Menu Exclusion.
B - Add an Item Exclusion.
C - Add a Securing Attribute.
D - Change the Menu Definition.
Answer: B
Question: 114
In order to update a subscription, what value do you need to set the Customization level to?
A - User
B - Limit
C - Core
D - System
E - Source Type
Answer: A
Question: 115
Which three are source types of subscriptions? (Choose three.)
A - Local
B - External
C - Error
D - Agent
E - Internal
Answer: A, B, C
Question: 116
Which component of the user creation screen identifies the access of a user?
A - Role
B - Menu
C - Function
D - Responsibility
Answer: D
Question: 117
You are working on 11.5.10.x OA Framework personalizations. Which four statements are true?
(Choose four.)
A - By using personalizations, you can build new pages.
B - By using personalizations, you can add new business logic.
C - By using personalizations, you can add a new region to an existing page.
D - OA Framework personalizations are stored as meta data in the database.
E - By using personalizations you can extend/override existing business logic.
F - Regions and items that have been created programmatically in the page logic cannot be
personalized.
G - The application developer can explicitly disable personalizations for a page, region or item.
H - All personalizations you make through the OA Personalization Framework overwrite the
existing base product UI.
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I - Both Admin-level and User-level personalizations may be extracted from one database and
loaded into another.
Answer: D, F, G, I
Question: 118
On the Scheduling event page of the Agent Listener Configuration Wizard, which five events can
be raised to control the running of the agent listener service component? (Choose five.)
A - Start
B - Refresh
C - Rollback
D - Commit
E - Suspend
F - Resume
G - Stop
Answer: A, B, E, F, G
Question: 119
Which option best describes the typical workflow planning process?
A - Identify business needs, identify functions to accomplish those needs, identify business
events, and identify possible results of the process.
B - Identify business flow, identify business needs, identify steps to resolve those needs, and
identify the end results of the process.
C - Identify business needs, identify activities to accomplish those needs, identify how the
process is started, and identify possible results of the process.
D - Identify business components, identify functions and notifications to lit the components,
identify the process flow, and identify possible results of the flow.
Answer: C
Question: 120
You created a new inquiry-only responsibility for your finance department users. After you set up
the responsibility, the users indicate that they cannot execute all the concurrent programs that
they requested. Which component of the responsibility needs to be changed?
A - Menu
B - Exclusions
C - Data Group
D - Request Group
E - User Assignments
Answer: D
Question: 121
Which is the standard deterred agent for a subscription to place an event message for a PL/SQL
subscription process?
A - WF_Error agent
B - WF_Deferred agent
C - WF_JMS Deferred agent
D - WF_JAVA_Deferred agent
E - WF_PL/SQL_Deferred agent
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Answer: B
Question: 122
What is an indication that there are not enough background engines available?
A - abnormal number of activities with Active status
B - abnormal number of activities with Deferred status
C - abnormal number of activities with Suspended status
D - abnormal number of activities with Errored status
Answer: B
Question: 123
Which two options represent valid levels to which the value of a profile option may be assigned?
(Choose two.)
A - Operating Unit
B - Current Session
C - Database Server
D - Middle Tier Server
E - Inventory Organization
Answer: A, D
Question: 124
Because of security concerns, Receivables clerks were initially not provided with access to the
Customer form. This customer form is a standard Oracle form developed based on template.fmb.
After careful consideration, they were authorized to only view the customer information. The
system administrator was assigned the task of making it possible for the clerks to view the
customer information but not modify any customer-related data. Identify how best to meet this
requirement quickly and with minimal effort.
A - Create a new form to make it read only.
B - Create a new function and enable the query_only check box.
C - Create a copy of the form and modify the form to make it read only.
D - Create a new function pointing to the same form and use the QUERY_ONLY parameter to
make it read only.
Answer: D
Question: 125
At your company, Signon Audit Forms belongs to the request type Signon Audit Reports.
Joe was asked to define concurrent manager to read only the Signon Audit Forms program
requests and concurrently process four programs during the day, but nine programs from 4 p.m.
to 5 p.m.
To implement this requirement, Joe defined a specialization rule and two work shifts as shown
below, and assigned the task to the newly created concurrent manager.
Specialization Rule
Include
Program - Signon Audit Forms
Exclude
Request Type - Signon Audit Reports
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Work shifts
DAY WORK SHIFT (from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. with four target processes)
SPECIAL WORK SHIFT (from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. with five target processes)
Which statement is true?
A - Joe successfully implements the requirement.
B - Both the specialization rule and the definition of work shifts need correction.
C - The definition of work shifts is correct but there is a flaw in the specialization rule.
D - The specialization rule is defined correctly but there is a flaw in the definition of work shifts.
Answer: B
Question: 126
You have just submitted a concurrent request. The concurrent program is incompatible with itself.
The request would not be placed on hold. The request would spawn a child request. The request
was submitted to print two copies but a printer was not specified. Analyze these facts and select
the statement that correctly describes the phase and status codes, in correct order, that the
request would have-from submission to completion.
A - Pending - Normal, Pending Standby, Pending - Normal, Running Normal, Running - Paused,
Running Normal, and Completed Warning
B - Pending - Standby, Pending - Normal, Running Normal, Running - Paused, Running Normal,
and Completed Normal
C - Pending - Standby, Pending - Normal, Running Normal, Running - Paused, Running Normal,
and Completed Error
D - Pending - Standby, Pending - Normal, Running Normal, Running - Paused, Running Normal,
and Completed - Warning
E - Pending - Normal, Pending - Standby, Pending - Normal, Running Normal, Running - Paused,
Running Normal, and Completed Normal
F - Pending - Normal, Pending - Standby, Pending - Normal, Running Normal, Running - Paused,
Running Normal, and Completed Error
Answer: D
Question: 127
Which statements are true about the Business Event System? (Choose all that apply.)
A - It uses flat files stored in the file system as .WFTs to define events.
B - It uses XML to define events that are monitored via the XML Gateway.
C - It is a subcomponent of Oracle Workflow, and requires the Workflow Engine to operate.
D - It exists on the database tier, and can be stand-alone, or be integrated with the Workflow
Engine.
Answer: D
Question: 128
Identify three conditions under which you would be permitted to apply or release a hold on a
concurrent request from the View My Requests screen. (Choose three.)
A - You are the requester.
B - The request is not started.
C - It was submitted under your responsibility.
D - The request is being evaluated by the Conflict Resolution Manager.
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Answer: A, B, D
Question: 129
Which statement most accurately reflects how the list of concurrent programs displayed in
standard report submission is compiled?
A - all concurrent programs associated with the report security group that is associated with your
current responsibility
B - all concurrent programs associated with the application that is associated to the current
responsibility
C - all concurrent programs associated with the current responsibility unless they are overridden
by a parameter on the function that opened standard report submission
D - all concurrent programs that are associated with the current responsibility and which are not
overridden by securing attributes
Answer: A
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